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Before we discuss HOW…
• What are the Social Determinants of Health? (SDOH)
• How do they affect our patients’ and population health?
• What are the roles for healthcare providers?
We all agree that they are important to address, but 
exactly how can this happen in a system that traditionally 
focuses on care within hospital or clinic walls?
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What are the SDOH?
• WHO definition:
“the conditions in which people are born, grow, live, work and 
age. These circumstances are shaped by the distribution of 
money, power and resources at global, national and local 
levels”
From: https://www2.deloitte.com/insights/us/en/industry/public-sector/medicaid-social-determinants-of-health.html
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How do SDOH affect our patients and population?
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Life Expectancy: Zip Code More 
Predictive than Genetic Code
https://societyhealth.vcu.edu/work/the-projects/mapping-life-expectancy.html
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OECD Maternal Mortality
(OECD Average Trend)
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OECD Maternal Mortality
(US Average Trend)
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What is the Population Health Goal?
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PRAPARE – Protocol 
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Connecting with Community Services
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Doing the work
• System-level perspective (Kate)
• Provider-level perspective (Kofi)
• Community service-level perspective (Melissa)
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Thank you for participating!
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Thank you for attending
Please complete an evaluation for this program
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/PopTalkMay19
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Learn more at: Jefferson.edu/PopHealth
Questions: JCPH.Admissions@jefferson.edu
Complete a graduate certificate in 1 year 
or Master’s degree in 2 years
• 100% online
• Accelerated 7-week courses
• Expert practitioner faculty
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